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In order to meet our sustainability goals, we’ll need every department on campus to do their part. Our

Facilities Management team is making great strides in shifting towards sustainable practices. One piece

of this has included swapping out their gas-powered machines for the electric options. Jerry Raguse,

Concordia’s Grounds Services Supervisor, had originally purchased an electric mower for personal use at

home. After seeing how many benefits it had in comparison to a gas-powered mower, he decided to

purchase one for use on Concordia’s campus as well. Shortly after that, Facilities received a grant from the

state to replace more of their gas-powered machines with the more environmentally friendly options.

They’ve now replaced a majority of their gas-powered mowers, snowblowers, hedge trimmers, leaf

blowers, chainsaws, and more with the battery-powered alternative. The electric options offer many

benefits. They’re quieter than gas-powered machines, in addition to requiring less labor, time, and money

to maintain them in the long run. Instead of continuously spending money on gas to keep the motors on

their machines running, Facilities staff simply swap out a dead battery for a charged one. The machines

are also lighter, making them easier for staff to maneuver around campus. 

Facilities is continually looking for ways to be more sustainable. Sustainability isn’t only about the

environment, but about economics as well. All of the changes they’ve made over the years are saving

emissions from entering the atmosphere, as well as saving money. 

The Office of Sustainability is thankful for the dedication that the Facilities team has to sustainability at

Concordia! If you know of another campus department that is committed to promoting greener habits,

reach out to Gabrielle Lommel, glommel@cord.edu. We hope to continue featuring the good work that is

happening on campus.
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Sustainability Feature: Facilities Management

Free to a Good Home

Fill out a slip with your contact information

and a description of the item.

Post it on the board and wait for someone to

contact you.

When a new home is found, set up a time to

meet to give the item. The post office is a great

location to meet up!

Congratulate yourself for finding new homes

for your items instead of throwing them away!

Concordia's Post Office Manager, Connor Poland

recently started the "Free to a Good Home" board

at the post office. Connor said that sometimes

companies like Amazon send incorrect items in

the mail. When this happens, the companies

usually don't want the items back, which results in

Connor having to find new homes for these items.

The Free to a Good Home board is his solution to

that problem. If you have items that you no longer

need and wish to give to a new home, here are

the steps for using the board: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

HILT Trip to Explore
Northern MN
This year’s HILT trip taking place over spring break

will be exploring northern Minnesota! The trip will

make stops at beautiful northern Minnesota

landmarks while also meeting with the people who

look after the land and protect it. The HILT trip will

make eight different stops around Minnesota and

provide opportunities for outdoor activities such as

hiking and snowshoeing. By meeting with speakers

of many different backgrounds on this trip,

students will get to learn firsthand what it takes to

maintain Minnesota’s natural features and how

different forms of environmental justice play an

important factor in that process.  With stops at

Minnesota’s state parks, students will learn what

makes Minnesota a beautiful place in the winter.

HILT trips are a great opportunity for students to

explore the world around them and learn about

how sustainability plays an important role in

interacting with the natural world! 
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Our student

sustainability

highlight is Megan

Parkinson! Megan is

a senior

environmental and

sustainability

studies major with

minors in English

and French.

Originally coming

to Concordia to

study international

business, Megan 

discovered her true passion for creating accessible

and inclusive outdoor spaces which led her to

change to an environmental studies major. Megan

shares that after this change she became more

excited about her education and focusing on how

she wants to impact the world. Megan values the

intersectionality of sustainability at Concordia and

how actions towards sustainability are crucial in

nearly every field. Megan had the unique

opportunity to participate in a domestic study

away through Augsburg University spending the

entire semester paddling down the Mississippi

River. This experience allowed Megan to directly

apply what she had been learning to the world

around her. Megan believes in the emphasis on

accessibility when it comes to the future of

sustainability at Concordia saying “in order to be a

sustainable campus, we need to be able to

sustain our campus community as a whole.”

Megan recommends reading Braiding
Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer and

checking out The Outdoorst Oath (outdooristoath)

on Instagram.  

Coming up!

Concordia College

Sustainability

Connect with us: 
Giving Hearts Day Pop-Up Free

Store 

2/10 5:30-7:30pm - KCC Atrium

Follow us on Instagram to see

what the HILT group is up to as

they explore conservation policy in

northern MN over spring break!

Sustainability Student

Leader Highlight:  

@cordsustainability

Giving Hearts Day Pop-Up
Free Store

Parke Student Leadership Center

Library

ISC

Offutt School of Business

Giving back to our community is more than just

donating to local non-profits! On Thursday,

February 10th, the Office of Sustainability is

teaming up with Cobber SALT, DEIC, and the

Alumni Office to host a Giving Hearts Day Pop-up

Free Store. All students, alumni, and staff are

welcome to donate gently used items that the

Free Store is in need of. 

Items that we're most in need of include winter

outerwear (jackets, boots, hats, gloves, etc.) and

kitchen items (pots/pans, utensils, sharp knives,

etc.) Donations will be accepted throughout the

week as well as during the event. Items that we

cannot accept at this time include furniture and

large appliances. 

The pop-up Free Store will take place in the

Knutson Campus Center Atrium on Thursday,

February 10th from 5:30 to 7:30pm. Come grab a

refreshment and shop for items you're in need of!

Free Store donation locations:

Megan Parkinson

glommel@cord.edu


